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Faculty approves
structural revision
by Paul Timmer
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Slated for 75-76

Self governance postponed
The Campus Life Board postponed the enactment of selfgovernance until the 1975-1976
school- year in its meeting a week
ago Thursday.
Dr. Robert Elder, associate
professor of political science, conferred with President Gordon
VanWylen concerning the proposal. VanWylen said he would not
recommend the proposal to the
Board of Trustees as it exists even
if it included a rationale.
The President said that next
year should be a year of conferences and student activities in an
effort to prepare for self-governance. He also suggested that the
,CLB meet with the Trustees and

Candidates forum
set for Monday,
to be in Kletz
Candidates for next year's Acauvmiv
demic Affairs, Administrative Affairs and Campus Life Boards will
be in the Kletz on Monday, April
29, from 9-11 p.m. Students can
quiz the candidates while consumi n g f r e e d o n u t s , punch and coffee.
The student Board elections
will be held Tuesday. Voting will
take place in the Kletz and on the
Phelps cafeteria lines. Seniors may
also vote for the Outstanding Professor at that time.

Appointed

the Student Life Committee this
spring.
The board passed an amendment which would provide for the
implementation of self-governance
in the
tne , 75/ d -, 76
/ o school*
scnooi year.
year, All
au
voted in favor except Dirk Bloemendaal.
Jim Beran commented on the
board's move; "I think next year
will be good for educating the

college community on self-governance.
He also expressed concern
about Vice-President for Student
Affairs Robert De Young's remarks, "Ii fear
icoi that
mai the effects ^of
Dean DeYoung's statements in the
News frojn Hope College and the
anchor will create dissonance due
to the differing expectations of
the Hope College community."

In a close vote, "the faculty
defeated an amendment that
would have sent the plan for
academic and administrative reorganization approved by the Administrative Affairs Board last
month back to the AdAB for
reconsideration, in the April faculty meeting held Monday.
DR. EARL CURRY, associate
professor and chairman of the
history department, proposed in
an amendment that the plan for
reorganization "be accompanied
by a rationale stating explicitly
what comparative advantages an
altered structure has over the present structure."
Curry's amendment contained
three other provisions, two of
them being concerned with clarifying the role of the department
chairman. The final recommendation that Curry submitted for
amendment was that the Administrative Affairs Board would have
the power to make changes in the
reorganized administrative struct u r e a f t e r i t i s implemented.
WITH THE DEFEAT of the
amendment, the plan moves on to
the Board of Trustees for consideration.
Under the reorganization, four
academic divisions would be established with each headed by a
divisional dean for the arts, natural sciences, social sciences and the
humanities. A provost would serve
as the chief academic officer of
the college.
PRESIDENT GORDON
Van
7 7?
, Wylen answered faculty concern
over how the new plan will contribute to the effectiveness, creativity and efficiency of the college.

Treatment found 'adequate'

Hospital investigates Novena death
by Marcy Darin
A five month shroud of official
silence surrounding the death of
Holland Hospital patient Evelyn
Novena was ripped wide apart last
week when teams of hospital investigators reported their findings
in a letter to the Holland Human
Relations Commission.
THE REPORT, prepared by
certain members of the medical
staff and hospital board of directors, was in response to a formal
complaint lodged Feb. 19 by Nery
Lluria, caseworker for the Mental
Health Clinic of Ottawa County.
Lluria, in cooperation with the
H.H.R.C. ^ chaiged the hospital
with inadequate medical care, resuiting in the death of Novena last
Nov. 15. Lluria reported that Novena, who spoke only Spanish,

.- could not communicate with the
English-speaking nurses.
ACCORDING TO Lluria, who
was with the 27 year-old Novena
in the hours preceding her death,
the personnel on duty were not
aware that their patient could no
longer see, due to the language
barrier.
However, according to the resuits of the study announced last
Thursday by the hospital, the
investigating committees were
' unable to find evidence of un, ..
THE LETTER received by the
H.H.R.C. continued. The nuremg
personnel were completely aware
of the patient's disabilities, which
were adequately cared tor.
Adverse reaction to the hospital statement came from Alfredo
Gonzalez, who serves as secretary

by SCMC

Eckertto edit'anchor'
- The Student Communications
Media Committee has appointed
Robert Eckert as anchor editor
for the 1974-75 academic year.
Eckert, a sophomore English major, succeeds Paul Timmer.
Eckert commented, "There
will be some problems filling the
holes on the staff left by graduates and those who aren't returning, but I'm optimistic we'll find
competent people,"
In other action the committee
named Luanne Greenwood and
Steve Mancinelli to the editorship
of the Opus.
The committee was unable to
appoint a Milestone editor as
there were no applicants. The
editorship will remain open to
allow for applications next semester.
. •
Interested persons should contact Dr. James Seeser, associate
professor of physics.

He said, MI have had to spend a
great deal of time with small
administrative details. With a
streamlined structure, the provost
would take overall responsibility
for the academic sphere; and the
divisional deans will work closely
with departments. Presently, there
is a lack of coherency in the
academic program."
SEVERAL professors voiced
concern about the cost of the
plan. Professor of English Dr.
John Hollenbach said, "We are at
the point of reducing faculty because of declining enrollment and
we are presented with a plan that
would expand the administration,
If this plan goes into effect we
should examine it after a period
of time."
In response to fears that the
cost will be too high, VanWylen
said, "We don't anticipate hiring
deans from outside the college so
money can be saved by having
administrators teach part-time in
their department."
HE ADDED THAT the increased costs hopefully would be
neutralized by the divisional deans
acting as initiators of grants, and
that a closer working relationship
with the admissions office would
ultimately help the financial situation.
Associate Professor of Geology
Dr. J. Cotter Tharin said, "Some
faculty don't believe there is
strong enough reasoning behind
the proposal to support it. The
benefits obtained may not be
worth the money that will be
spent."
THARIN CITED the general
admissions decline and the possibility of faculty cuts that further
increase the risk of instituting the
continued on page 3, column 4

ROBERT ECKERT

> H.H.R.C
«« v v v-v "What
n Att
V *
for the
the hospital said, in essence, was that the
complaint Mrs. Lluria filed had no
basis," he declared.
GONZALEZ FELT that "the
nature of the complaint demanded a more immediate answer
from the hospital.
Gonzalez explained that numerous informal requests for investigations into the death of Novena and minority hiring practices
were received by the hospital prior to the filing of the formal
complaint Feb. 19.
"THE COMMISSION tries to
work on areas of concern as informally as possible before any
legal action is taken," Gonzalez
explained. He added that the decision to file a formal complaint
was made after the hospital failed
to respond to the informal requests of the H.H.R.C.
Director of HoUand City Hospitals Frederick Burd said that the
delay in the investigation was not
the fault of the hospital. "No
action could be taken until a
formal complaint was made by
the Commission," he explained,
and added that the matter was
considered at the first available
opportunity by the board of directors.
BUIU), WHO referred t a the
Novena incident -as a "case blown
out of proportion," complained
that "the hospital was unfairly
accused of doing wrong.
The director affirmed that at
the suggestion of the H.H.R.C.,
the hospital has made a more
determined effort to recruit more
personnel of Latino background.
"We have gone outside the Holland community to find qualified
staff," he said, "and have placed
advertisements in several Michigan
papers as well as in a Texas
publication."
HOWEVER, Burd reported
that he "was not conscious of any
response" to the advertising campaign. But he added that within
the last two months, three addi-

a.* _fLatin
T American
A
«•
tional
employees
were hired: one as a respiratory
therapy assistant, another serving
as a clerk, while the third is an
orderly in surgery.
Although Burd testified that
"the hospital is doing all it can to
secure more minority personnel,"
he emphasized that "it is wrong to
hire extra people
. . # who don't fit
the job qualifications.
IN CONNECTION with the
hospital's official statement on
the Novena death, Lluria reported
late Wednesday night that she
would not seek further action to
challenge the committee's report.
"The girl's mother is in Puerto
Rico and feels it is too late to do
anything now," Lluria said.
Despite the hospital's findings,
Lluria remained firm about her
previous testimony. "There are
enough Latinos in the community
to have adequate bilingual help in
the hospital," she said.

Curry won't
seek office
Citing "impossible odds" and
incumbant 9th District Congressman Guy VanderJagt's lack of
vulnerability on several issues. Associate Professor of History Dr.
Earl Curry has decided not to-run
for the 9th District Democratic
nomination.

Curry said, "VanderJagt is not
as vulnerable in the area of protecting small business as I had
previously believed." He stated
that VanderJagt represents the
views of the conservative Republican district better than he could.
"VanderJagt's views come
closer to the attitudes held by
most of the 9th district's constituents," Curry explained. "To win, I
would have to present a false
image of myself and that is the
very thing we are trying to avoid
in the wake of Watergate."

Two
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Impeachment /Safeguard against abuse of power
BUT MANY OF the charges
Applying Madison's views to
against the President do not in- the current situation. President
volve treason, bribery or a direct Nixon would be subject to imviolation of the criminal laws of peachment for the alleged misthe United States (e.g., his approv- deeds of Ehrlichman and HaldePreviously, I described the al of the Huston plan and his man even if such misdeeds were
Constitution as a document de- creation of the "Plumbers" unit). not indictable crimes and even if
signed to provide the framework Such alleged misdeeds would not the President did not know of
for an effective government while be indictable offenses, and at first them in advance. Since Madison
protecting the people against po- glance, it would seem that they was more responsible than any
tential abuses of power by those would not fall within the scope of other single man for the final
"other high Crimes and Misde- form of the Constitution and
in authority.
since his remarks were made only
THIS IS WHAT impeachment meanors."
There are many who take pre- a short time after the Constitution
is all about. It is the ultimate
cisely
this position and argue that was ratified, his opinions are espesafeguard against the abuse of
power by the President and other a President can only be impeached cially relevant to the matter of
civil officers of the United States. if he has committed an indictable what the Founders intended.
TURNING TO the question of
In order to create an effective offense. They are wrong, for a
government
the
Constitution study of the intent of the Found- American legal precedents, the
granted vast powers to the Presi- ers shows that the term "other matter of what constitutes an
dent. It gave him the duty to high Crimes and Misdemeanors" impeachable offense becomes a
command the army, conduct for- was meant to apply precisely to bit more complicated. If the
eign policy, and to carry out the those abuses of authority which House of Representatives be our
were beyond the reach of statute guide, then indictable crimes are
laws of the United States.
law.
^
entirely unnecessary for impeachTO BE SURE, the system of
AS WAS indicated in my previ- ment.
checks and balances limits his
Four of the five American
power. The armed forces he com- ous article the basic intent of the
Founders
was
to
create
a
Constijudges impeached by, the House in
mands must be funded by Congress, the treaties he makes must tution designed to limit potential the years prior to the Andrew H.
be ratified by the Senate, and the abuses of authority. Nowhere is Johnson case were impeached for
laws he carries out must first be this more clear than in the case of behavior which was clearly not
enacted by the national legisla- the power to remove a President, indictable.
Drawing upon our English heriture.
THE SENATE was more contage
the
Founders
took
the
term
servative,
however, and generally
Even so, his duties are broad
indeed, and a corrupt or power- "Treason, Bribery, and other high voted against conviction unless
hungry president has much lati- Crimes and Misdemeanors" direct- there was evidence that a crime
tude for the abuse of authority. ly from the mother country, and had been committed. A notable
Aware of this the Founders in- they even went so far^as to divide exception was the case of Judge
cluded in the Constitution an ulti- the responsibilities of the House John Pickering who was immate sanction. The President and Senate along exactly the same peached and convicted on the
could be removed from office if lines as was the case in England. grounds that he was insane.
. More recently (1936), district
Congress found him guilty of The House of Commons imjudge
Halsted Ritter was impeached;
the
House
of
Lords
"Treason, Bribery, or other high
voted on conviction.
peached by the House for tax
Crimes and Misdemeanors."
evasion
(an indictable crime) and
MOREOVER,
IT
is
significant
IN ORDER TO do this a majorfor
conduct
which brought his
that
in
England
too,
the
term
in
ity of the House would have to
court
into
"scandal
and disquestion
here
was
reserved
exclufirst vote to impeach (i.e., indict),
and the Senate would then have sively for the case of impeach- repute." The Senate acquitted
to hold a quasi-judicial "trial" in ment. Other than this high crimes him of tax evasion but convicted
order to determine the truth of or high misdemeanors just did not
the charges brought by the House. exist.
Between 1621 and 1787 there
Once convicted the President
were
no less than fifty impeachwould automatically be removed
ment cases before the English
from office.
From a constitutional point of House of Lords. Often the charge
view then, the current dispute was based not on a violation of
over whether President Nixon the laws of England but on an
should be impeached and con- abuse of authority, and often the
A conference entitled "Latinos
victed boils down to one central minister in question was charged and Education: Esperanzas Y Requestion: Is he guilty of commit- with "high crimes and misdemean- alidades (Hopes and Realities)"
ting treason or bribery, or other ors.
will be held on the campus next
THAT THE Founders intended Sunday and Monday.
high crimes and misdemeanors? I
think that all Americans would "other, high crimes and misdeTHE CONFERENCE has been
agree that if the President could meanors" to apply to cases where designed to initiate a dialogue
be shown to have committed trea- no indictable crime had been com- between the college and the
son, bribery, or some other seri- mitted is also suggested by, the Latino community of the greater
ous violation of the criminal sta- remarks of Alexander Hamilton Holland area.
tutes of the United States he and James Madison.
Specifically, conference particiWriting just before the ratifi- pants will listen to the educational
ought to be removed from office
cation of the Constitution, Hamil- concerns current in the present
forthwith.
ton declared that impeachment Holland Latino community, exwas intended as a sanction against plore ways in which Hope may
the "abuse or violation of some assist Latino students in quest for
public trust." Clearly it is possible a post-secondary education, generto violate the public trust without ate ideas by which the college can
committing an indictable crime. recruit, finance and educate LaMADISON WENT even further tino college-age students, design
and expressed his belief that the ways by which the college's curPresident would be subject to riculum can be made more meanimpeachment if he allowed his ingful to Latinos and examine the
^
WERr
subordinates "to perpetrate with "quality of life" for Latino stuCQS CHAfCQAL
impunity high crimes or misde- dents now on Hope's campus.
meanors against the United States,
(X PENdlS
THE CONFERENCE was proor [if he] neglects to superintend posed by the Chicano Mobile
their conduct, so as to check their Institute, a nationally known
k
^M- *
-YOUH COMPLITt AUT STO
excesses."
group of university scholars
This is the second of a two-part
series by Dr. William Cohen, assistant professor of history, on the
Constitution and impeachment.

him of bringing his court into
"scandal and disrepute." This was
hardly an indictable crime, but
nevertheless, it came under the
heading of "high crimes and misdemeanors."
IT MAY BE argued that the
impeachment of judges is one
thing and the impeachment of a
President another, but if this is so,
the Constitution says nothing
about it. The only distinction the
Constitution makes between the
impeachment of a President and
the impeachment of other officials is the requirement that Chief
Justice of the Supreme Court preside when the Senate sits in judgment of the President. This is not
done in other cases.
Our country has only one precedent fpr the impeachment of a
President and this is the case of
Andrew Johnson. Until recently
virtually all historians and legal
scholars have agreed that the attempt to remove Johnson from
office was a monstrous mistake
perpetrated under the leadership
of power-hungry radical Congressmen.
THESE RADICALS wished to
usurp the legitimate powers of the
President so that they might more
effectively complete their plans
for the radical Reconstruction of
the South after the Civil War.
Seeking an excuse to get rid of
Johnson they sought to impeach
him on the ground that he had
violated a law which would, in
effect, have prevented him from
firing Edwin Stanton, his Secretary of War. Holding the law
Unconstitutional Johnson disobeyed it and fired Stanton, thus
giving Congress an excuse for
charging him with a violation of
the law.

IMPEACHMENT came easily
in the House, but the radicals
failed because they fell one vote
short of getting the necessary twothirds mjyority in the Senate. 4
In a provocative and persuasive
new book. The Impeachment of
Andrew Johnson, Michael Les
Benedict turns this story upside
down. He argues that it was Johnson, not the radicals, who was
power-hungry, and that it was
Johnson's failure to Execute the
laws of the land which led almost
all Republicans (not just the radicals) to seek his ouster.
SEEKING THE broadest possible support, the Republican moderates chose to use Johnson's technical violation of the law as the
heart of their case. They sought
and found an "indictable offense," but in so doing they weakened this argument, for Johnson
certainly had good grounds for
questioning the constitutionality
of the law he had disobeyed.
It would have been far better,
Benedict implies, if the Republicans had stated their real grounds
for opposing Johnson and had
sought his conviction on the
ground that he had abused his
authority. This, after all, would
have been a high crime and misdemeanor in the English sense of
the term, and it was in England
that the phrase had originated.
Whichever side is right on the
Johnson matter, the fact remains
that the failure to gain a conviction established a powerful precedent. Ever since that time the
impeachment of an American
President has been almost unthinkable. The Founders built better than we knew, for we are
thinking of impeachment now and
the Republic still stands.

Set for Sun., Mon.

Q

Latino conference planned

1974 EUROPE TRAVEL PROGRAM

funded by the U.S. Office of
Education.
Participants will include Dr.
Julian Samora, professor of sociology at the University of Notre
Dame and the author of several
articles and books including "La
Raza: Forgotten Americans;"
"Mexican-Americans in a MidWest Metropolis: A Study of East
Chicago" and "Mojados: the Wetback Story."
ALSO participating will be Dr.
Salomon Flores, chairman of the
department of modem foreign
languages at Chicago State University. Flores will speak at 1:45
p.m. Sunday in the DeWitt Cultural Center on the topic "The
Quest of Bilingual; Education,"
while Dr. Samora will make an
address after dinner on the subject
"Goals and Obstacles of Latinos
in Post-Secondary Education."

/ ^lini

I

A series of workshop and discussion sessions will be held Sunday and Monday. Discussion leaders will include Walter Acevedo,
director of Project Make-It at
Grand Valley State Colleges; Dr.
Rodolfo Martinez, director of Bilingual programs for the Grand
Rapids public schools; Rachel
Moreno, consultant to the Detroit
public schools; Jessie Soriano,
director of migrant education programs for the Michigan Department of Education; Maria Torres
of Wayne State University; and
Dr. Arnold Vento, associate professor of Spanish and director of
Mexichicano studies at the University of Michigan Flint campus.
Conference information and
meal reservations may be made
through the office of Associate
Dean for Academic Affairs John
Stewart.

Special to
Hope Students...

Sponsored oy the Association of College Unions-liU. (Region VII)
FLIGHTS AVAILABLE:
TO MADRID, MALAGA, BARCELONA-ROUNDTRIP

From New York, Washington or Montreal
From Detroit, Dayton, Cleveland or Columbus
(Via Uew York or Washington)

50*
$249.00
$299.00

YOUTH FARES TO MADRID AND MALAGA (SPAIN)

From Detroit/Windsor via Montreal
v
$319.00,
From Montreal
$249.00*
Please note that youth fares are valid only from Canada, and that the age limits are 12
to 23 years. Tickets are valid for one year with open return dates.
The above flights are only available to members of the association, of which this
college is one.
Travel brochures and booking forms are available at the Student Activities Office and
Student Union Office on the campus.

CHOICE DATES AVAILABLE FOR EARLY BOOKERS!
FIRST COME-FIRST SERVED.

Come In And
Enjoy Our...
50c OFF
V.I.P. FAMILY
SPECIAL PIZZA
(16"-Size)
This offer good
at any time. You
must bring this ad
for pizza offer.

O F F
PITCHER OF BEER
9 p.m. to 12
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY
and THURSDAY nights.
Bring ID.
934 Washington Avenue
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Rider announces Baker
scholar designates
Dean for Academic Affairs
Morrette Rider has announced the
designation of six George F. Baker
Scholars.
The new Baker Scholar designates include Jean Boven, Jeff
Cook, Steven Kupres, Margo Merchant, Glenn Pfeiffer and Nancy
Ponstein.
The Baker Scholarship Program
is one of thirty-three such programs established by the George
F. Baker Trust in colleges and
universities across the nation.
Hope is the only Michigan institution so designated.

Faculty votes against
Curry amendment

YIKES! Featured in the DeWitt Cultural Center art gallery is the work of senior art majors. The show is
scheduled for the remainder of the year.

Criteria outlined

Provost search continues

Choosing a good leader is not
an easy task; ask any member of
the Advisory Committee on the
selection of the provost.
THE COMMITTEE is composed of President Gordon Van
Wylen; Dr. Michael Doyle, associate professor of chemistry; Professor of Philosophy Dr. D. Ivan
Dykstra; Jack Ridl, assistant professor of English; and Dr. John
Hopkins, associate professor pf
communication. Students Leslie
Cameron and Bob Carlson also
serve on the committee.
The group is charged with selecting a provost to fill the spot that
will be vacated by Dean for Academic Affairs Dr. Morrette Rider's

resignation. The provost's duties plishments and personal qualities
will include coordinating activities and commitments consistent with
concerning courses, curriculum the quality and philosophy of
and instructor evaluation, and Hope."
serving as chief administrative ofNOMINEES HAVE been seficer in the absence of the Presi- cured through an advertisement in
dent.
the Chronicle of Higher EducaTHE COMMITTEE has con- tion, and by soliciting alumni and
sidered suggested qualifying cri- faculty suggestions.
teria supplied by the faculty. The
The committee is presently
critieria has been kept rather gen- evaluating the nominees and as of
eral so some potential candidates April 24 they had narrowed the
are not overlooked.
list of outside candidates down to
In a report to the faculty the three. - Faculty nominees will be
committee agreed that the provost considered after the outside nomimust have "vision, whjle promot- nees. The committee originally
ing trust and rational decision- hoped to reach a decision by May
making." They also believe that 30 but it is doubtful that the
he should have "academic accom- deadline will be met.

The program is intended to
provide further opportunities for
students of unusual promise to
obtain a liberal arts education
leading to management roles in
business and industry.
The special concern of the
Baker Trust has been the search
for the development of potential
leaders in American business life.
Scholars are designated on the
basis of their academic record,
their career potential, and the
results of an interview conducted
by business leaders in the Holland
area.
»

continued from page 1
proposal. "We're really shooting
craps-should we be taking a
$200,000 risk?" he asked. He
explained that $200,000 would be
the minimal cost to the institution
over the next four years.
Associate Professor of Education Dr. James Bultman, who is a
member of the President's Advisory Committee which originally
proposed the plan, said, "The
advantage of the plan is that the
administration will be able to
work closer with departments and
be more responsive to the needs
of the departments in the divisions. To some extent it is a
gamble, but hopefully it will pay
off."
ASSOCIATE
Professor of
Economics Dr. Douglas Heerema
asked if the reorganization plan

would be sent to the Board of
Trustees even if the faculty voted
to send it back to the AdAB for
reconsideration. Under the board
and committee structure, the faculty can accept, reject or refer
board decisions back to the board,
with or without recommendation.
In response to the question of
what he would do if the faculty
approved the Curry amendment,
VanWylen said, "I don't know
what I would do. I would need
time to consider that."
With the faculty unsure if the
proposal would be sent to the
Board of Trustees even if the
amendment for reconsideration
were passed, a voice vote was
taken. Dean for Academic Affairs
Dr. Morrette Rider ruled that the
amendment failed and the meeting adjourned.

Worker and owner interviewed

A look at Holland migrant camp conditions
f n m OO'Brien
'Rripn
by Tom

Migrant laborers and the controversy over their living conditions are closer than California or
Florida. 1 visited the migrant
camp owned by the Zalinka
Evergreen Nursery to investigate
the conditions under which some
of Holland's migrant workers live.
THE CAMP IS situated approximately five miles from downtown
Holland. The camp itself is divided; one section consists of two
unpainted cinderblock buildings.
The buildings contained about 20
apartments, each consisted of two
six by eight rooms.
These apartments house whole
families. Dorothy Cecil, director
of the Holland Day Care Center
and a migrant day care center,
said that the average family
consists of almost seven members,
"although they are not as large as
four to five years ago."
MOST OF THE inhabitants of
the camp are U.S. citizens from
southern Texas, said Cecil. Most
of them arrive by mid-March and
depart for Texas by the end of
October.
The inside of the apartments 1
visited were sparsely furnished
with a table and chairs and a bed
in one room that sufficed as living
room, kitchen and adult bedroom.
There was also a refrigeratoi;, gas
stove and a sink.
IT APPEARED that in the
bedroom where the children slept
there were bunk beds constructed
from "two by fours". The apartment walls were bare cinderblocks
and the floor was bare concrete.
The apartment, however, was
heated.
The other division of the camp
was not as fortunate. This part
consisted of smaller wooden structures, with the paint peeling and
plastic sheets covering the windows. In the center of this
development was a cinderblock
structure housing the toilet, shower and hot water facilities for this
part of the camp.

THE osmtoito
HOUSES ihadi no running
hot water and electric facilities
consisted of a few light bulbs
suspended from the ceiling.
In an interview with a resident,
who did not want to disclose her
name, I was told through an interpreter that her family had come
from southern Texas via bus
provided by the contractor. She
indicated the labor contractor
comes down to southern Texas
for Zalinka in search of laborers.
THE WOMAN explained that
the contractor offers advanced
pay to make the trip to Michigan.
She said that her husband was
loaned $200. Concerning her husband's weekly paycheck, she said,
"After everything is deducted we
have about $60 left."
In another interview Carlos
Ramirez, the labor contractor,
said that sometimes they can't
find all the needed help in Texas
so he goes across the border into
Mexico. Ramirez remarked that
it's generally the poorer people
who make the trip.
RAMIREZ STATED that the
company lends him approximately $20,000 to use for advance pay
to families willing to make the
trip. He indicated that Zalinka
pays generally $2 an hour for the
men who do heavy work, $1.75
for women and $ 1.50 for 14 to 16
year-olds.
He reported that right now
eight 14 to 16 year-olds work
after school but during the summer there are between 20 and 25
who work in the fields.
THE CONTRACTOR stated
that to pay back the advanced pay,
the workers get money deducted
from their weekly checks. This
amounts to $10, $15 or $25 at
the most."
The wooden house that the
woman lived in had no wall or
ceiling insulation; it was bare
boards. The floor was covered
with fiber board that had realized
a good deal of wear.
DURING THE interview two
small children crowded around
x o c

their mother-she indicated that
there was a third child in the other
room, an infant. The children,
though inside the entire time,
were wearing winter coats. The
woman explained that the apartment was not adequately heated.
She pointed to an old heater built
into the side of the house. It was a
windy day and at that time I
could detect drafts filtering
through the walls.
The labor contractor said that
he lets the family heads know
about the living conditions before
he brings them to Michigan.
THE RESIDENT I talked to
mentioned that she was supposed
to be working but the migrant
school told her that there was no
room for her children. She would
not be able to work to help her
husband provide for the family.
She indicate^ that her husband
works about 10 hours a day, six
days a week.
CECIL SAID THAT the migrant day care program housed on
Barry Street is operating at the
full legal capacity of 25 infants
and toddlers with several more
that need the service. Later in the
year more families will be arriving.
"We need funds to build an
addition," Cecil stated. She also
indicated that the center needs
volunteers.
Commenting on the. Zalinka
camp Cecil said that*" although
conditions were deplorable, Zalinka's "is a deluxe migrant camp
compared to most of Michigan's
migrant facilities."
SANDY MENDEZ, the director of the West Ottawa Migrant
Education Program, agreed with
Cecil on that point.
Richard Broelik, part owner of
the Zalinka Evergreen Nursery
and in charge of the camp, said
that the company gives Ramirez
$13,000 to $14,000 to help pay
expenses for laborers to travel to
the farm. He indicated though
that the entire procedure was
complicated.

RESPONDING TO the question of whether he thought the
migrant housing was adequate,
Broelik said, "Why shouldn't it
be . . . it's licensed." He said further that the camp construction
cost is $200,000.
"People get the wrong impression, we're not exploiting these
people. I don't know what they
think we're doing to these people," Broelik said. He indicated
finances are a problem, "the cost
of housing is pretty stiff. Seasonal
farmwork is an up and down
business," he remarked.
AS EVIDENCE that the conditions at the camp are good, he
said that more than half o M h e
farfilies that have worked in
previous years return.

They're saving their money,"
commented Broelik. He mentioned that many children run
around without shoes, "that's the
kind of life they are used to
living."
HE REMARKED that the
workers are "always broke". He
said that the workers don't pay
for heat, electricity or water and
the only charge is a $15 deposit
for a rain suit.
"We have advanced money to
people that I know had money in
their wallets. We told them to buy
decent clothes and good work
boots." Broelik said that the next
day the workers came back
without the money or the clothes.
"What can you do?" he asked.

'THE COST OF HOUSING IS PRETTY STIFF!' So says Richard BroeIlk, part owner of the Zalinka migrant camp. Construction of the camp
is valued at $200,000 and contains 40 living units, according to Broelik.
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Irrational rationales
The spectre of increasing presidential
power in the Hope community government
structure threatens to undermine the goal
of community government on the campus.
In two significant decisions made by
boards recently, it is clear that the influence of the office of President Gordon
Van Wylen has grown out of proportion.
What further concerns us is that the
President has applied one method of reasoning in the case of the Campus Life
Board, while using an opposite line of
reasoning for the Administrative Affairs
Board.

/

Specifically, after the amended Beran
plan for dorm self-governance was passed
several weeks ago. Van Wylen sent a letter
to the CLB asking for a statement of
rationale.
In his letter to the committee, Van
Wylen expressed a legitimate concern that
it was not clear to him how student
self-governance of drinking would help
•'the quality of life/' The President wanted
a statement of rationale behind the proposal before he could consider supporting
it. As reported this week, the President still
would not support the proposal, so implementation was postponed for a year.
On Monday the faculty met to review
the proposal to reorganize the academic
and administrative structure. Similar kinds
of questions were raised by some of the
faculty as were raised by the President with
respect to the Beran plan. Several professors wondered how a new structure with
two additional divisional deans and their
staffs would improve the vitality of the
academic sphere.
The best reasoning the supporters of reorganization could offer was that presently
there are too few administrators for the
size of the faculty. Many faculty were still
not satisfied that an explicit rationale was
not written into the plan.
Dr. Earl Curry proposed an amendment
that would have sent the plan back to the

AdAB in order that a specific rationale be
drawn up. Curry emphasized that he was not
necessarily against the concept of reorganization, but that he thought it should have
been made clear what, specifically, was behind the President's Advisory Committee's
reasoning.
It seems inconsistent to us that Van
Wylen would see a rationale necessary for
the self-governance proposal, but would
not see a rationale necessary for reorganizing plan that will cost the college close to a
quarter of a million dollars over the next
four years, If implemented. ,
Perhaps the difference is simply that the
President is behind the administrative reorganizing, while he remains strongly opposed to self-governance that might lead to
legalized drinking in the dorms. In any
case, are rationales for major policy decisions only necessary if the President is
opposed to the decisions? Is it truly community government when the President can reverse the decision of a cummunity governing
board by sending a letter, with the board
knowing that their proposal dc^es no have a
chance without presidential support?
At Monday's faculty meeting, Van
Wylen was asked what would happen to
the AdAB approved structural reorganization plan if the faculty voted it down. The
President replied, "I don't know. I haven't
had time to consider that."
The community government structure
allows the faculty the right to review any
board decision with options for rejecting it
outright, approving it, sending it back to
the board with recommendations, or sending it back without any recommendations.
The indication at the meeting was that
the plan might be submitted by the President's Advisory Committee to the Board of
Trustees for approval with or without faculty assent. When this possibility became apparent, few faculty objected. Perhaps, the
majority of the faculty were not clear on
what was actually happening but few bothered to ask questions.
. If community government is going to
become more than words, the faculty and
the community governing boards cannot
allow their power to be usurped. The
results could prove disastrous.

Speakers for peace
The Board of Trustees will consider
honoring one of Hope's most distinguished
alumni at its meeting next week-the late
Rev. Abraham John Muste. There are
several options the Board can take. While
the possibilities that have been suggested
include a plaque, or even the naming of a
building after a man who fought for world
peace and justice throughout his life, we
recommend that a peace lectureship be
established in his name.
Muste was an activist. In the valedictory
speech to his fellow Hope graduates in 1905
he said, "The eternal unrest of humanity and
the discontent of the soul urge men to action, and in action is the principle of all progress on the part of the race and the ultimate
warrant of peace to the individual."
After graduating from New Brunswick
Seminary, Muste became involved as a
pacifist during World War I and leader of
reform movements in the '20's. The severe
conditions of the Depression affected
Muste deeply and he briefly turned to the
followings of T rotsky.
ki 1936, he renounced his Trotskyite
beliefs. A year later he addressed the
Reformed Church General Synod. Speaking of his involvement he said, "Although
during those years I acted conscientiously,
according to the best insight I had, it is
nevertheless true that in a real sense I was
an •enemy of the cross of Christ' and that
in so far as they were influenced by me I
ted people at important points astray.
"Though I have repented, I do not cease
to grieve over the harm I may have done

during those years nor to pray daily that it
may be given me so to live that I may in
some measure make up for that harm. It is
in this spirit that I hope I may be used
today of that God whose power to transmit his grace through most unlikely channels is not shortened."
Muste stopped at nothing in his quest to
eradicate war from this world, including a
controversial visit to Ho Chi Minh in North
Vietnam just before his death.
Dr. john M. Mulder, lecturer in history
at Princeton University and a recent Hope
graduate, wrote: "The controversy surrounding Muste can never be ignored or
passed over, nor should it be. But in
honoring A. J. Muste, Hope College would
be testifying to the extraordinary variety
of its alumni and their varied and rich
contributions. Muste's life in its totality
embodies the best of what Hope College
has attempted to give its graduates-a
commitment to the Christian faith, a sense
that commitment must be related to life, a
belief in the power of education to change
people, and the radical hope that nations
might learn to act in love rather than
violence."
We suggest that a peace lectureship be
established in honor of Muste, as a continuing lecture series would best commemorate the activist spirit of the distinguished Hope graduate. As members of
the Hope College community we should be
proud to honor a man sho endeavored
unceasingly t o establish the kingdom of
God on earth.
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M a y b e if we can t a b l e t h i s self-governance t h i n g f o r a n o t h e r y e a r , I'll be
able t o finish m y q u i l t .

A Hope odyssey
By Paul Boddy
In the year 9879 B.C. a mammoth
magnetite meteorite slammed through the *
North American Ice Sheet at a point seven
miles east of the old Lake Michigan and 15
miles northwest of Hamilton. The ice
melted and pine trees grew in the crater
created by the meteor.
SEVERAL MILLENIUMS passed. Albertus'Van Raalte, a Dutch explorer-educator settled in the Pine Grove. A vision
struck him. He exclaimed, "Around this
grove I will build a magnificent institution
where men can pursue the truth and
discover the secrets of God's world."
Instead he founded Hope College.
Histo-psychologists believe that the
strange magnetic field of the meteor
attracted Van Raalte, who had an iron
bullet lodged in his skull, to the area
originally. (Incidently, the bullet was a gift
from a zealous Christian Reformer who
wanted to reform regular Reformers.) The
Histo-psychs also contend that beams from
the meteor's force field guided Van Raalte,
in an almost supernatural way, in setting
Hope's course.
ON OCTOBER 14, 1975, Hope Archivist Andrew Vander Zee informed President
VanWylen of the forgotten force field and
the magnetic mass.
VanWylen, hoping the meteor would
give some clue to the direction Hope
should take, ordered the geology department to mobilize its hand augers.
AFTER 127 days of drilling, Dr. Cotter
Tharin told the president that the meteor
had gone at least 2,345 miles into the earth
and that more sophisticated equipment
would be needed to continue the project.
Dr. VanWylen borrowed an electric drill
from maintenance and offered to lead the
expedition personally.
VanWylen conferred with faculty members about his taking a year's leave of
absence to find the truth. Some thought he
should search for money. Others thought

he should take a 10 year leave of absence.
Religion Professor Sang Lee asked, ' i s n ' t
downward a singularly peculiar place for a
Christian liberal arts college to look for its
direction?"
AN ANCHOR
editorial urged the
president to go there.
VanWylen and the geology team received full coverage from WOTV news as
they left the surface. After three days
the party almost had to turn back because
their Saga sack lunches were inedible.
Fortunately, the earth's crust tastes like
bread crust and contains a few vitamins
here and there.
EXHAUSTED and suffering from the
hot subterranean weather the party
•reached the earth's core. Symbolically, it
was rotten.
VanWylen's years of jogging finally paid
off. He was able to push ahead and travel
from the core to the antipodes in a record
29 days. He came to the surface in the
middle of the South China Sea.
TO HIS RIGHT he saw a shining orange
H which glowed on the sheer side of a
massive magnetite island. A loud speaker
set in the middle of the island blared the
"Alma Mater".
Around the meteoric island, which so
greatly influenced A. C. Van Raalte,
schools of bottlenosed fish swam and
flocks of sea birds flew.
VANWYLEN looked at the animals,
smiled victoriously and spoke, "These,
surely, are the gulls and porpoises of Hope
College."
*

•

*

I thank the people at Hope who read
my column, giving me a reason to write,
and those who did things I could write
about. I hope, with the possible exception
of Dean Gerrie, no one takes their
portrayals in anything but the lighthearted
vein they were written in.
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deGhelderode's 'Red Magic': indictment of man
of the pathetic playing through surprising because he plays with a
the humor. It is very sensuous and thread of madness throughout,
yet there is a core of cold
Bill TeWinkle plays the cold
calculation in this lustfullness. and condescending Cavalier ArmamKr.
The self-concern and drive of each dor very well. He is aristocratic,
character is frightening. Gheld- dangerous and unemotional in his
erode has carefully balanced all murder and conspiracy. TeWinkle
deGhelderode's play Red Magic these emotions in the interactions moves beautifully on stage and
is an indictment of evil and man's of the play.
has excellent presence. He - is
willingness to succumb to it.
DIRECTOR John Creviere has especially good in scenes opposite
Greed, lust, self-centeredness; all done a good job with this unusual Ralph, where his steeliness conplay themselves out as the plot work. Creviere has done concen- trasts well with Hieronymus* grovhurls toward inevitable destruc- trated study of Ghelderode in elling overactions.
tion. The characters are very Belgium and his understanding of
THE BEGGAR Romulus . is
medieval-a monk, a beggar, a the authors intent is clear in his played by Harry Carramonos.
cavalier, a miser and his w i f e - b u t direction. The staging is effective; Carramonos gives to Romulus a
their crimes transcend time.
the actors do not play to one side gaunt, wild-eyed
,
rpresence which is
RED MAGIC is not a comfor- of the audience, so often a fault in breathtaking on his first entrance.
table play to view, if the viewer a s tudio theatre production.
But a rather troublesome accent
possesses any kind of conscience
The cast varies widely in their keeps this character from total
at all. But it is arresting to watch degree of effectiveness. Some of consistence—he just sounds too
the characters destroy themselves
actors seem quite comfortable educated to be a beggar and he
and each other, and wonder if you ^ t^eir roles, expanding and has some problems with enunciaa bad makeup job, his face is too
yourself have started on the same working within the framework of tion.
Likewise,
Joanne
Bach
visually
thin for all the padding under the
path.
their characters, while others were
fits her part as Hieronymus' monk's robes. This ludicrous apBelgian playwright Michel de not quite so successful.
Ghelderode has, in this difficult
H1ERONYMUS, the greedy, lustful wife Sybilla. She plays her pearance does not fit in with the
play, combined a whole range of miserly m a n whose chief priority scenes with Armador well. But
rest of the characters.
Marianna Maver's costumes are
emotional responses. The play is ^ himself, is a complex and there is a tenseness in her
a t m o m e n t s funny but with a note
intricate part. George Ralph is movement and a clenched-teeth within the tone and period of the^
. . .
outstanding in his portrayal. He sound to her line delivery that is play. Armador's finery contrasts
weU with Hieronymus' and Romucaptivates his audience as he disturbing. She needs to relax.
RICHARD Hoehler gives an lus' tattered clothing.
*
opens the play with a long
U
- m A W m n c
monologue; a less capable actor interesting,
mterestmg, rather
rainer mild
mua and
anu hunuTHE SET, by Dan Reeverts, is
would be in danger of losing the morously pious interpretation to functional and striking. The exits
audience with so long an opening the monk. His scene with Hieron- are focal points and make good
speech.
ymus as the miser signs over his use of the actual exits of the
Ralph gives to Hieronymus the lands to the monastery is partial- • theater.
All booming basses and soaring f u i i impact of tragedy as he gasps larly well done. But his costume is
Mike Grindstaff's lighting is a
sopranoes who are interested in f o r j 0 y a t the prospect of wealth, too well-padded and his overall little disappointing; it is unimagidisplaying their talents will be gropes for coins in the bottom of appearance is distracting. Besides native for the most part. The first
given a chance to try out for next a ^ e s t and literally sells his wife
year's Chapel Choir.
for his own gain. He gives to the I
Auditions for the 26 vacancies careful viewer an understanding of L t ? L L t ? I D
will be held next * week through ^ow willing man is to delude and
Thursday. Those auditioning must reassure himself, even in the face
sing a hymn and demonstrate the 0 f complete moral deterioration,
ability to sight read. A sign-up . RALPH PLAYS every scene
sheet will be posted outside of beautifully; he is especially effeeI am writing this letter in ly educated people into a normal
Assistant Professor , of Music t i v e a s a drunk. And his insanity
response to Vice-President Robert society on graduation day.
Roger Rietberg's office.
a t the end of the play is not
DeYoung's statements in the April
We all know, of course, that we
19th issue of the anchor. This is will outgrow our desires to drink
not meant to be a note of excessively and to be with a
personal slander, for I have never person of the opposite sex past 1
personally met Vice-President De a.m. in the very same room where
Young It is rather to question, we study, because our institution
some of the philosophy that of higher learning told us those

This week's anchor review is written by sophomore English major
Kate Solms. She reviews the theater department's final dress rehearsal of Red Magic.

i

lighting change, from night to
dawn, is too abrupt and the green
gels make the actors look odd.

Chapel choir Will
will
D62in auuiuons
auditions
for 1974-75

Many of these problems are
undoubtedly those of any dress
rehearsal and will smooth over by
opening night. Red Magic is a
unique theatre experience. The
unfolding plot is handled in a
strikingly innovative way. It is a
thoughtfully written play and this
production is tightly acted and
directed. The characters will confront you from the depths of the
evil they are mired in and they
will dare you to find yourself
innocent.

Response to DeYoung

Veenhoven will present
senior recital tonight

There will be a reception folPianist Lois Veenhoven will
lowing
in Snow auditorium of the
present her senior recital in Dimnent Chapel tonight at 8:15 p.m. Nykerk Hall of Music.
Veenhoven will graduate in
May with a Bachelor of Music
degree in piano performance, and
v'ocal music education with a principle in voice. She studied voice
with Joyce Morrison under whom
she also did much solo work.
Veenhoven currently studies piano with Charles Aschbrenner, associate professor of music, and is
student-teaching under Harvey
Meyer at Holland High School.
She also was a student-teacher
under Carl Wiltse in elementary
vocal music during January and
February.
Veenhoven also sings in and
plays for the choir and is one of
the organists of the New Apostolic Church in Holland. She is
also a private teacher of piano and
LOIS VEENHOVEN
voice.

d l m s r rfitar
seems to be behind the words of a
man who is administering the
affairs of a community to which I
belong.
I must first of all make a
few remarks concerning DeYoung's statement, "I think if
you
let
people
go they'll
Well, all
destroy themselves,
is,
I
hope
this
I can say
college has arranged to make
of
my
life
as
the
rest
an
experience
as
"peculiar"
they claim to make my life
at Hope.
I hope they have arranged for.
someone to lead me when I am
"let go" following my graduation.
I hope that someone is preparing
the rest of the world for the
injection of five hundred peculiar-

Aiken will sing

Saturday recital set
The music department will pre- open to the public and to all
sent tenor David Aiken in recital students at no charge.
Saturday, at 11 a.m., Wichers
Aiken is associate professor of
auditorium of the Nykerk Hall of
voice
at Indiana University where
Music.
he
sings
in annual productions of
He will sing selections by
Haydn, Schumann, Strauss, Schu- the I.U. Opera Theatre. His voice
bert, Bizet and will feature a and theatrical talents are well
group of contemporary songs. He known throughout the United
will be accompanied at the piano States from his numerous teleby Joan Conway, assistant profes- vision appearances in the NBC
Opera Theatre's annual telecast of
sor of music.
Amahi and the Night Visitors. At
Following a luncheon during the request of its composer, Gian
which Aiken will meet informally Carlo Menotti, Aiken created the
with voice students he will con- role of King Melchior in its premier telecast and toured for three
duct a Masters Class in voice
seasons
in France and England in
beginning i t 2 p.m. in Wichers.
Bothrv recital and workshop are The Consul On Broadway he ap-

peared in that work as well as in
The Girl in Pink Tights and The
Saint of Bleekef Street.
Since 1964 Aiken has been
singing leading roles in many major opera houses throughout Europe. He has been the leading
dramatic tenor at the Staatstheater in Karlsruhe and at Berlin,
Zurich, Hamburg, Erik, Parsifal,
and in Puccini opera Tosca, Turandott and Madame Butterfly.
In addition to his teaching and
operatic schedule Aiken has an
extensive oratorio and recital repertoire and will be directing the
upcoming production of The Barber of Seville with the Battle
Creek Symphony Orchestra.

things should not be a part of our
"peculiar" lives. Above all, we
were glad to be told by the "real"
adults that, "There is evidence
that people (legal adults) living in
residence halls aren't willing to
spend the time necessary to
regulate their own affairs (drinkmg habits and sex lives)." The
words in the parentheses are my
own, if you didn't guess that
already. Finally, it is perfectly
clear that the largest voter turnout
in recent years gives no indication
that students want to see some
decisive changes made in our life
at Hope.
Enough of this attempt at
sarcasm. Seriously, I must say my
intelligence and the intelligence of
my peers was insulted by some of
the comments made by Vice-President DeYoung If the rules and
regulations of His school do not
meet the need of students who
are paying ove. three thousand
dollars a year to i guided in their
preparation for ix remainder of
their lives, then -He rules, and

regulations are not valid.
I agree with Vice-President
DeYoung's statement in the April
/May issxxQofNews from Hope College that, "It takes wisdom and
courage to maintain a balance
satisfactory to all concerned."
But, I agree more with the Hope
College Catalog's statement that,
"Hope's reason for being is each
individual student; its purpose is "
the growth and development of
each student as a competent,
creative, compassionate human
being;..."
To quote further, "Hope prepares men and women who . . .
have a personal dignity based on
intelligence, a profound sense of
responsibility, and a deeply
rooted faith." It seems to me that
if Hope College believes in those
statements it has no choice other
- than to give its students the
opportunity to be responsible for
their personal lives.
A Christian college should
show the way for other similar
institutions. It should be five
years ahead of society, not five
years behind.•• A Christian education should be a guide to life, not
a guard from it. Let us not wait to
change until we must in order to
attract more students. Let us have
faith that the students the Admissions office selects for the Hope
Community are, for the great
majority, a group of adults with
the ability to regulate their lives
and, at the same time, learn to be
the guides for tomorrow's world.
Bill TeWinkle

'Responsibleness'?
With enrollment figures operating below expected pars in recent
years, Hope will have to concern
itself with making the environment more attractive to live in.
Self-governance may allow for
such an environment to evolve,
but it could also bring about a
repulsive atmosphere.
In order to allow for the most
effective environment, criticism
must examine the weak points of

self-governance. This has been
done with regard to drinking and
parietals. It has also been done by
Vice-President DeYoung who expressed his thoughts in last week's
anchor (April 19).
Yet the proponents of selfgovernance are so romantic yi
their beliefs of man's "responsibleness" that they strike back in
defense, instead of considering the
value of such input.
Bill Boerema
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Self determination; essential for trust, caring
Dr. Sang H. Lee, assistant professor of religion, examines selfgovernance within a Christian context

'Salvation' by determination would be damnation
raised to the nth degree, for
man without freedom is no
man at all. Man manipulated is
man destroyed. God's way of
salvation is the hard way, that
of persuasion, not of compulsion. Broken things can be
fixed but broken humanity
must be healed. Fixing is
something done to a passive
object. Healing is something
done in and through a responsive subject. {Polarities of
Man's Existence in Biblical
Perspective, p. 1 3 8 ) .

ate the idea of dorm life with
imposed rules. A Christian college
should positively endeavor to
challenge the students to learn to
govern their own lives.

parents do not impose rules on
their children but know how to
respect the margin of freedom in
their children, and how to remain
loyal even when rejected or
misunderstood. Such a will to let
It is one thing to talk about
a person be is the farthest pole
ideals and another to implement
from indifference.
them. But a clarity about what we
The second observation we can
To say that man is free,
hope to accomplish may go a long
make
about the question of how
however, is not to give the whole
way inv helping us achieve it. In
to
arrive
at necessary rules is
picture. Man, from biblical perthis spirit, I would like to call to
spective, is at once free and -based , upon the biblical idea of
our attention some biblical and
bound. To speak of man's bound- man as bound to his community.
theological themes about man
ness is not to deny the realness of The Bible sees man as an individuand their implications for the
his freedom, but rather to point al but also as a social being who
attitude we ought to take toward
to the structure of the concrete must live with meaningful interthe issue of student self-goversituation in which he is destined personal relationships. Man is not
nance.
THAT
GOD
IS
willing
to
let
just being, but being-with. As a
to exercise his freedom.
MY PURPOSE is not to defend
man
be
free
is
the
evidence
of
his
ONE OF THE givens in his particular dormitory tries to govany one point of view but rather
boundless love. That this love situation is that he is bound to
ern its own lifestyle, the commuto examine the implications of
moved him to endure even death live in communion with his nity that is immediately involved
self-governance and the Christian
on the cross is a sign of the Creator and with his fellow man. is that particular dormitory.
faith. Three themes are especially
constancy and powerfulness of If man's freedom were an end in
HOWEVER, THE residents
pertinent: man as free, man as
that love. God look great risks in itself, it would be an empty or must not forget that their commufree yet bound and man as free
creating man free, yet a God of meaningless thing. True freedom nity in a broader sense goes
yet sinful.
love would not do otherwise.
is always freedom for some beyond the walls of their living
A college that aspires to be intrinsic value. True humanity is a quarters. Their larger community
loyal to such a God, then, has the
• humanity with the freedom to live includes all those who have some
obligation to let all of its constitreal interest in their college,
in communion with God and
uents be freely responsible per- other persons.
including its former and future
1
The Bible is a history of how sons. Beyond and above Hope
So the freedom which is students as well as its staff and
God created man as free being, College's obligation to teach its
governing bodies.
how man misuses his freedom and students ideas and skills, it has the offered to students has a direction
If this is true, the students in a
how God tries to win him back Christian duty to provide students and meaning only if the college
through persuasion and suffering with the opportunity to learn also strives to teach that which particular dormitory have the
they can be free for. It is, obligation to respect the concerns
love. Western man has too long responsible freedom.
therefore, a Christian college's of all the members of the college's
belabored under the mistaken
NO HUMAN being comes into responsibility to do all it can to larger community. I think such a
notion of God as a despotic the world with a fully developed
determiner of every human ac- capacity to exercise his freedom; provide its students with the sincere respect of the overall
strength to use their freedom, and concensus would be forthcoming
tion. If we turn to the Bible, we
they must learn it. In order to with worthwhile goals to live for. from students only if the various
discover a God who gives man the
learn it they- milst be given a
SUCH A TASK, I am sure, is segments of college community
honor of being not a puppet but a
chance. Allowing students this the ultimate task involved in all of show a genuine respect for stuperson-that is, a being with the
freedom of course involves risks, the college's instructional, reli- dents' right of self-determination.
dignity of choosing good and evil.
and such risks will be taken only gious and social programs. FurENCOURAGING
dialogue
MAN'S FREEDOM of course is
by a college which is sincerely
among various sectors of the
finite freedom. He is limited in committed to the God who thermore, learning of those worth- community would go a long way
while goals and values would
many ways and his decisions are
himself took the necessary risks in involve abiding by particular rules to create a genuine concensus
made within the context of his
making man free.
N
and guidelines#that are designed to without undermining any one
inward motivations and other
A realistic observer of college nurture and foster an atmosphere sector's right of self-determinacircumstances to which he is
students
of any generation of and environment conducive to tion.
subject. Nevertheless, man delibercourse knows that some of them those very values and goals.
ates, chooses and takes responsimay shrink from the diligent and
But the burning question is
bility.
rigorous work involved in exercis- how we ought to arrive at those
As man himself makes his own
ing freedom.
goals. The biblical themes about
decisions fpr his own reasons, he
Man is created to be free but
MODERN thinkers, such as man that we have mentioned
is able to hold himself responsible
he
misuses his freedom. He does
Kierkegaard and Fromm, have
for his actions. Even in his work pointed out how man's escape above enable us to make two not always live in trusting comof redemption God refuses to from responsibility is one of the observations. First of all, a Chris- munion with God and his neighviolate man's freedom. Dr. Frank main causes of apathy and inau- tian college ought to try to teach bor. Man's basic disposition of
Stagg, a noted biblical scholar, thenticity. But this is no excuse its students the meaningful way of distrust and anxiety leads him to
freedom without violating their use his freedom for self-centered,
writes:
for a Christian college to perpetu- freedom.
idolatrous and escapist purposes.
TO VIOLATE their freedom in
CHRISTIANS are not exempt
the name of freedom would be a from this biblical judgment of
contradiction and an ultimately man. Christians know forgiveness
self-defeating proposition. Rules and strive to do good, but
FRIDAY, APRIL 26
that are commanded are always continue to fall short of perfecSAC Film: "One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich," DWCC
rules against to whom they are tion. As Calvin taught, even the
main theater, 7 and 9:30 p.m.
commanded, regardless of what good deeds of Christians are
Theater Production: "Red Magic," DWCC studio theater, 8
the original intentions of the imperfect and need God's accepp.m.
makers of those rules might have tance
Senior Recital: Lois Veenhoven, Dimnent Memorial Chapel,
through
unconditional
had. Rules that are supportive of grace.
8:15 p.m.
responsible persons somehow
Freshman Formal: Macatawa Bay Yacht Club, 9:30-1 a.m.
Let us be clear about our
must be rules for those persons.
SATURDAY, APRIL 27
terms. Sin is primarily a theologiFor the rules to function in cal category; it is man's distrusting
Recital: David Aiken, Wichers aud., 11 a.m.
this
manner, the formulation of relationship to God. The center of
Track: Kalamazoo, Adrian and Hope, VanRaalte Field, 1:30
them must involve as much sin is not specific acts of transgresp.m.
w
self-determination
by students as sions but the fundamental misdiSAC Film: "One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich," DWCC
possible.
Some
of
us who are rection in man's heart. Sin is not
main theater, 7 and 9:30 p.m.
skeptical about self-governance what a particular culture or a
Theater Production: "Red Magic," DWCC studio theater, 8
may be feeling that the possibility group of people condemn as
p.m.
of every dormitory's having some- immoral but rather an act which is
SUNDAY, APRIL 28
what different sets of rules is an motivated by man's lack of trust
Worship: Pine Grove, 11 a.m.
indication of contemporary cul- in the ultimate reality.
Chicano Mobile Institute: "The Quest for Bilingual Educature's loss of faith in the eternal
tion," Dr. Salmon Flores, DWCC 205, 1:30 p.m.
WHENEVER A particular act
criteria for right and wrong.
Guest Recital: Guy Wuellner, pianist, Wichers aud., 8:30 p.m.
is condemned as sinful, one must
BUT EVEN IF this is true to ask if it is really an act motivated
Student Theater: Pine Grove, 3 p.m. and DWCC main theater,
some degree, we cannot succeed by man's self-centered and idola8:30 p.m.
in teaching the youth about trous rebellion against God, or if
MONDAY, APRIL 29
eternal values simply by com- it is an act disliked by a particular
Chicano Mobile Institute: convening of college governing
manding them to believe in them. group of people. Whenever we are
boards, 2-5:30 p.m.
What is more, those very eternal tempted to formulate a list of sins
Student Theater: Kletz, 11:30 a.m.. and DWCC main theater,
values a Christian college aspires that deserve to be condemned, we
8:30 p.m.
to instill into students are commu-_ must take time to look beyond
TUESDAY, APRIL 30
nion with God and communion those acts and recognize the
Student Theater: Pine Grove, 3:30 p.m.
with man, and these cannot be essence of sin as man's misdiStudent Film Festival: DWCC main theater, 8 p.m.
simply
commanded or legislated. rected hearts.
Art Film: "Claude Monet," DWCC gallery, 8:15 p.m."
Communion
means trusting,
Concert: Collegium Musicum Singers, Wichers aud., 8:15 p.m,
What implications does the
believing in and holding dear. sinfulness of man have for the
WEDNESDAY, MAY 1
Trust and confidence can be question of self-governance? First
Theater Production: "Red Magic," DWCC studio theater, 8
evoked in persons only as they are of all, we must guard against any
p.m.
trusted and believed in—that is, Utopian idea about what we as
Concerto Concert: Orchestra and Symphonette, Dimnent
only as their personhood is human beings can accomplish. To
Memorial Chapel, 8:15 p.m.
affirmed
by someone else's act of think that, if given freedom,
THURSDAY, MAY 2
letting
them
be. "In loco paren- students or any group of people
Student Recital: Dimnent Memorial Chapel,.7 p.m.
tis"
is
really
an
unfortunate name would naturally • develop into
Japanese Film: "Fires on the Plain," Wichers aud., 7:30 p.m.
for the model of dorm life responsible persons is sheer UtopiTheater Production: "Red Magic," DWCC studio theater, 8
according to which a college an sentimentality.
p.m.
protects
and guides student life by
Comedy Concert: Edmonds and Curley, DWCC main theater,
A CHRISTIAN college must
specifying
the necessary rules.
8:30 p.m.
avoid an unrealistic confidence in
THIS IS SO because the best the "inevitable" development into

Free, yet bound

Man as free

Free, yet sinful

Activities Calendar

maturity of students who are
given freedom. The error of
legalism, on the other hand, is its
assumption-that elimination of
certain specific acts from students' life eradicates sin from
campus. Man can be turned away
from sinfulness only through a
change of heart.
The second implication we
must draw from the Christian
doctrine of sin is that even in a
society of Christians a set of rules
and guidelines are useful as "restraints" against sin. Just as bus
drivers are restrained from the
temptation to sted by a metal
box into which passengers themselves deposit the coins, we can all
use some restraints so as to be
enabled to direct our energy to
tasks more worthwhile than the
task of resisting temptations. In
this sense, being limited by a set
of useful restraints gives a person
"freedom" for what he really
wants to accomplish.
BUT AGAIN WE ask how we
may decide what those restraints
should be. If we are to educate
persons and not puppets, we must
give students a real opportunity to
formulate for themselves those
restraints by which they would be
willing to abide. Remembering the
communal nature of man, we
again note the students' obligation
to carry out their task of selfgovernance in a dialogue with all
the sectors of the larger Hope
community.
Especially the views of those
who hold heavy responsibility for
the welfare^ of the entire community should be given serious
consideration. The way of the
concensus arrived at by genuine
dialogue is the most realistic and
democratic ideal which puts least
amount of infringement upon the
self-determination of all concerned.
A DEMOCRATIC process suggested here is itself a kind of
restraint against sinfulness-in this
case, against the sinful tendency
of any one group of persons to
dictate their ideas upon others.
The third implication is that
we must be ever mindful of the
fact that sin goes deeper than
specific human deeds. An atmosphere which is conducive for
nurturing a basic trust in Go
could not exist in a communit'
with imposed rules and restraint'
A Christian college's willingness to
offer its students the right of
self-determination would go r
long way in providing an atmo
sphere of trust and caring through
which God may act to instill the
gift of faith into the hearts of all
of us.
x
WHAT THEN IS the challenge
a Christian college faces? A Christian college has the privilege and
obligation to provide its students
with the opportunity to grow in
freedom and responsibility. Such
a policy must be accompanied by
the college's attempt to teach its
students the values and ideals
which would give their freedom a
meaning and direction.
Students need to live in a
supportive environment and our
recognition of the universal sinfulness of man necessitates the existence of rules and restraints.
BUT THE formulation of those
rules must be through a process
which affirms the students' right
of self-determination as well as
the concerns of the larger Hope
community-that is, through a
democratic process of dialogue
and mutual concern. This, then, is
the ideal. It is a difficult, if not
impossible, task.
But a college which aspires to
be loyal to the God who suffered
for man's freedom can attempt
nothing less. The apparent difficulty of the task indicates the fact
that ultimately only God's grace
can accomplish such a task. The
promise of God's grace in Jesus
Christ gives us the necessary strength to make such a task our
very own.
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Campus Life Board candidates present stands
§

i

The following statements were
prepared by candidates for the
Campus Life Board in response to
an anchor query.

BOB CARLSON—I feel that
the major function of the CLB is
to provide a campus environment
in which a student's academic,
)irituai and social growth is stimlUated and enhanced. It is this
i ainking that I would bring to the
' o a r d and attempt to instill as a
• lajor part of the board's decision11iaking rationale.
SELWYN SCHULTZ—I would
I * SbL
l e to push for a Coffee House in
basement
of the cultural cenhas
. .i feel the students need a
; ^ c e to gather for a quiet talk
i t h a friend or to go and play
.Jeir guitar. Along with the coffee
house I'd like to push for a greater
role for SAC in administering the
^ I t u r a l Center. As it is now, SAC
'ust obtain permission from the
tfteater department for use of the
Heater for movies (which has
;en denied for next year) and
*'<1$ basement is run by Saga.
BILL BOERSMA—I am runj ^Ig for Campus Life Board because I am concerned with such
i issues as self-governance, why the
anchor staff should be allotted
$234 for eating at Russ' and
bringing
student-administrative
views into closer harmony. As
students it is time we start thinking more about Hope College and
others, rather than our selfcentered wants. This is the key to
"responsibleness."
MARY CLAERBOUT-I want
to serve on Campus Life Board
because I care about Hope College
and its continued efforts to make
it a special liberal arts college. I
wish to help initiate opportunities

i

S

and changes that will benefit
Hope students' spiritual, social,
and academic lives.
MARK H O L T Z - I feel that
students are responsible people
and that they should have a
greater voice in the Hope community. We will not destroy ourselves
but rise to the responsibility given
us. I shall work for implementation of the Beran Plan as well as
more say in where our Student
Activities fee goes.
DEBBIE G R A Y - I support the
Beran proposal and I believe that
the students will prove Dean De
Young wrong. I'd like to see more
student interest in campus affairs
and more lee-way in visiting and
drinking privileges even if the
Beran plan doesn't work out. I
think that each living unit should
be allowed to decide their own
rules and regulations and should
be responsible in carrying out
'hese rules.
PAUL DEWEESE—I will work
toward more constructive learning-living conditions in dormitories which would include the
implementation of self-governance
by the student body. I will support the complete control of the
student activities budget by the
Student Appropriations Committee. At present they only control
45% of this fee. I will also work
toward a more representative student congress.
LUKE YOUNG-I believe the
students at Hope need and want
more voice and responsibilities in
the administrative affairs which
affect their lives. And as a member of the CLB, I would be in a
position to assert some good liberal influence on the issues confronting the board, both now and in
the coming year.
DAVID TEATER—I feel the
complete student activity budget

Two students vie for
AdAB appointment

should be under student control.
The judicial board should be
moved more toward an appeal
board with jurisdiction coming
from within each dorm. Selfgovernance is good. I feel I would
be an effective representative of
the student body on Campus Life
Board.
ETTA PIPER—I believe the
student body on Hope's campus
are capable of governing themselves. We are a mature body and
should be treated as such. I am in
favor of the Beran proposal for
the self-governing plan.
ROGER PRINDLE-The students at Hope College are paying
83 percent of the operating costs
of the school through tuition and
fees, and have virtually no voice in
how it is spent. This is to be
expected since students are unable
to administrate and go to school
at the same time. However I find
it disturbing that of over $150,
000 collected in Student Activity
Fees, students are allowed control
of\?nly $50,000. If elected to the
Campus Life Board my main goal
would be a larger voice for students in the control of student
activity expenditures.

CLAIRE CAMPBELL-Dorm
self-governance is a key issue as
some form of it will probably be
adopted. Campus Life Board must
meet its responsibility by giving
the proposal more structure so it
will work realistically. The administration should not be given all
the problems of instituting selfgovernance in the dorms. The
Board has much work ahead to
work out the details involved so
the dorms will provide an atmosphere of growth and happiness. 1
want very much to take part in
these decisions.
KIM I}VANS—I believe changes
must occur in campus life, particularly in dormitory conditions
and campus activities. I support
the Beran Proposal, specifically in
regard to individual responsibility.
However, it should be instituted
for upperclassmen only because I
feel the high rate of freshmen
dropouts is due in part to the
difficulty in adjusting to the responsibilities of freedom in college
life. Concerning campus activities,
I feel they should offer entertainment which will attract a larger
number of Hope students. At
present, students are forced to
utilize the activities offered by

other colleges, mainly at Calvin,
Grand Valley and Western Michigtsi University.
PAUL TIMMER-I was disappointed to learn that the instituting of dorm self-governance
was postponed until the 1975-76
academic year. Next year 1 will
work for implementation of all
rights granted to any adult in a
similar living situation. Twill also
work for total student control
over the activities fee.
KATE SOLMS—I believe that
students are responsible members
of the college community. For
this reason, I would support the
Beran plan for self-governance if !*
were elected to the Campus Life
Board. In a matter such as dormitory life, that concerns only the
students, a plan of self-governance
would insure to everyone the type
of living conditions they desire. I
would also support the control of
the student activities fee by the
• Student Congress-we as students
pay this fee and should have
control over how all of it is spent.
Hope must come to realize that
we are adults and must be given
responsibility over decisions that
affect our community and lifestyles.

AAB hopefuls give views
The following statements were
prepared by candidates for the
Academic Affairs Board in response to an anchor query.
MICHAEL LAND-Seeing how
many students at Hope College
are upset with the requirements
for graduation, I plan to change
these requirements so they will be
much more appealing and beneficial to students. This does not
mean abolishing our core requirements; but, revisions certainly
have to be made.

1. Hope must continue to keep its
academic standards high while
loosening the core requirements
within a department. Broader
choices for the core requirements
could be offered within the departments.
2. Hope should be looking for
new course possibilities along with
the new ones recently instituted.
3. Students should be given more
responsibility in the area of faculty evaluation.
ROBERT ECKERT-As a candidate for the Academic Affairs
Board I have two major concerns.
First, Hope students deserve credit toward graduation for many of
the extracurricular activities they
are involved in. Working for
WTAS, for example, is more practically valuable than hearing about
radio in a classroom. Second,
students should have more options for fulfilling the various core
requirements.

WAYNE ^ BRANA-Briefly,
some areas of my experience:
faculty-student relations, curriculum review. Admissions and FiThe following statements were identification as a student will nancial Aid Committee. I propose
prepared by candidates for the always be a part of my judgment. to: expand philosophy departROB
POCOCK-Researching ment's course offerings and staff,
Administrative Affairs Board in
Hope students' freedom of expres- raise sociology and business de^ response to an anchor query.
sion for a term paper, 1 found partments' academic standards,
students
upset with Hope's pre- promote
interdisciplinary-major
MARK VAN VOORST-Next
Jail the Administrative Affairs vailing atmosphere and decided to programs, increase core requireGLENN PFEIFER—The duty
run for this board. Working effec- ment course offering and flexibil% '-Board will deal with such imporof
a student representative to the
tively
and
decisively
through
the
;• tant issues as student review and
ity.
Academic
Affairs Board is to
system,
I
hope
to
change
our
J .student financing. I've been a
WILLIAM (STEW) GRAHAM— represent student opinion on that
I student here for three years and present atmosphere of satire with
board. In the area of college
respect,
controversy
with
agreeMy expectations and hopes are:
see myself as being sensitive to the
4
1. Greater student effectiveness requirements, the question should
I feelings of the student body. My ment, into a responsive system.
and participation on the board.
2. Open acknowledgement of academic-political problems in curriculum change.
3. More meaningful tools for
teacher evaluation.
4. Greater emphasis upon the
contract curriculum.
5.. A macrosopic review of the
unique educational opportunities
offered by Hope College, moving
toward greater flexibility.
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DAN BOOTE-I feel there are
three main areas which merit attention.
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be one of quality education, rather than quantity of credit hours. I
would support proposals which
would provide program flexibility
and encourage students to diversify.
KATHI MACHLE—I believe
that students want greater flexibility not only in administrative
procedure (i.e. self-governance),
but also in academic matters.
More credit should be given for
experiential learning, the possibilities of complementary vocational programs explored, and
there should be more extensive
educational opportunities outside
the Hope community.
LYNN HERMENET-Recent
movement of the Academic Affairs- Board has been toward
broadening the courses with
which to fulfill the core curriculum. Although many of these
requirements are beneficial to a
liberal education, I feel students
should be offered a variety of
course options in keeping their
interests, to fill them. As an
alternative to the core curriculum,
students should take advantage of
the possibilities inherent in the
contract curriculum program.
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What to expect
by Chris Liggett
This will most likely be your last chance to take
BRIAN VRIESMAN, Dwayne Boyce and Willie
your kick at the B. as this is the final edition of the
Cunningham will be the mainstays of the Hope
> anchor. After viewing the sports spectrum at Hope
attack. These three players will be relied upon to do
for the last nine months, I have come to some
the majority of the scoring, while the team as a
conclusions on what should happen during next
whole will have to concentrate on their defensive
year's athletic endeavors.
skills a little more than this year.
FALL SPORTS: Coach Ray Smith will once
Regardless of how the team does in conference
again lead his gridders to a second consecutive
play, the big question is how Hope will fare against
conference title in football. After last year's season,
the Knights from Calvin. After what has turned into
the only thing the team will have to concentrate on
a continual losing streak, Hope will finally break it
is the passing aspect of the game and beating - arid win a game against Calvin; The Dutch will split
non-conference foes.
their senes with the Knights, but not in the usual
THE DEFENSE will b e . returning relatively
way. Hope will win in the away contest, but drop an
intact, with a defensive line made up of allovertime home bout to the Knights by two. Overall
conference picks. Defense will be the name of the
the Dutch will take second in the league.
game next year.
COACH GEORGE Kraft will be back after a
On offense there is also good news. Chuck
sabbatical of studying wrestling, and might be able
Brooks, probably the finest blocking back in Hope's
to pull the grapplers out of the cellar; at least onto
history will be back. The offensive line will be
the ground floor.
tougher than last year's, but the major revision from
With three freshmen returning who placed high
last year's team will be the replacement of Ed
in the conference meet, including Tom Barkes who
Sanders. Kurt Bennett saw some playing time last
won the league in his weight class, the team will
year at tailback, and showed that he had some
take second or third place in the MIAA. Look for
potential there.
Barkes to repeat, Kirby Howard to win and a
THE receiving corps will be strengthened
healthy Kevin Boerman to swamp the heavyweights
by the reappearance 'of Mark Meyer and the
SPRING SPORTS: Coach "Doc" Green had
addition of Mark DeWit. A reliable pair of hands,
better change his ways and talk to some potential
Meyer will add one more dimension to the Hope
tennis players about coming to Hope if he wants to
attack. Record for the Dutch: 8-1.
regain his perennial second place finish in the
With the return of a solid cross-country squad,
MIAA. Kalamazoo will undoubtedly finish first as
Hope will once again double their first places by
they have done in the last few decades. But during
winning the cross-country title. With the nucleus of
that time Hope was usually second, Hope even tied
Phil Ceeley, Stu Scholl and Glenn Powers, Coach
them for first once! But this has not been the case
Bill Vanderbilt should be able to concentrate on
m the last few years.
finding interesting places to practice instead of
Unless some new talent is procured in the form
worrying about whether or not Hope will win the
of number one and two singles players, Hope will be
meet. Excluding the possibility of returning runners
struggling to attain a fourth in the conference.
from K-college's foreign program, Ceeley, Powers
and Scholl will finish 1-2-3.
WITH THE addition of a few good sprinters,
HOPE FIELDED a young golf squad this year,
Hope will mimic the ways of the 1972 track team
and they should be able to improve on last year's
and take the title. This year's team is strong-suited
record, but will not finish in better than second
in the field events and distance races, but the short
place. Watch for Kalamazoo to take top honors,
runs and hurdles are weak. If they can be improved
with Jim Wojciki repeating as medalist in the league
on, the title will belong to Hope. If not, the Dutch
meet.
will be seen in second place.
Inexperience will once again be the watch word
As happens every year, the cry is going out that
for the soccer team next season. Unless Mark
next year will be better for the baseball team. The
VanVoorst can regain the form of a year ago, the
batsmen have been hardpressed for a victory this
Dutch will be hard pressed to make a goal.
year. If the pitching is good, the batting is weak,
A SOLID performance as goalie will be seen by
and vice versa. Bob Lamer is the only man that will
Bob Luidens, but he will need a lot more help than
be hard to replace, which means the rest of the team
he got this year. The remainder of next year's team
will be returning. Even so, the Dutch will be
had better take notes on the way Glenn Swier and
fortunate to find themselves with sole possession of
John Clough handle the ball, and on the defense
third place.
that J. Francis Kaminski plays.
PLAYER/COACH Bob Klein feels that the
With only four men to rely on each game, Hope
lacrosse team will be lucky to have enough
will find itself lucky to finish better than third in
equipment to outfit the number of players that have
the league.
shown an interest in playing next year. After a
WINTER SPORTS:
successful first year in the sport, Klein hopes for the
A strong front line will once again be evident as
team becoming a reality in MIAA play in the next
the cagers once again try to win more than they
few years. With a good turnout of players, and more
lose. If some quick, mobile guards can be found, the
experienced players showing up, the team will most
team should be a winner.
likely have a winning season next year.
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justice for
farmworkers
Join in the statewide rally at-Thrifty Acres this
Saturday between noon
and 3 p.m. Boycott nonU.F.W. lettuce, grapes
and Gallo wines. Viva la
Causa!

Dutch slide, win 1 o f
in last home series
The Dutch will play the remainder of the baseball schedule
on the road after losing five of six
at home. Three doubleheaders
that were marred by the inability
to score dimmed any hopes of
finishing at the top in the MIAA.
Statistically, Hope has been
eliminated in each game. Batting,
RBI's and ERA's are all well
below the averages that the opponents are turning in.
Against Olivet Wednesday, designated hitter Lew TenHave
The ANCHOR needs a few
good people. There are openings on next year's staff for:

1

cracked a solid hit that drov
the tying and winning runs as
Dutch rallied from a 3-0 defic
win the first game of the dor
header 4-3. Dan Van Pemis
the game early with a three hit
all home-runs, and reliever
Burke came in to pick up the
Gord Alderink started in
second game but was hit in
shoulder by a hard hit liner in
second inning. Hope could •
find any momentum after t
and dropped the game 10-1.
Hope ends the season v
games at Adrian tomorrow, G r
Valley Wednesday and will fii
up at Kalamazoo next Saturd
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1974 SUMMER TRAVEL PROGRAM TO EUROPE
DAILY SCHEDULED FLIGHTS TO MADRID,
MALAGA (COSTA DEL SOL), BARCELONA.
TRAVEL PROGRAM SPONSORED BY THE
ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGE UNIONS
REGION VII

Streaker

Daily scheduled flights from Detroit, Columbus and Cleveland, via Boston, New York,
Washington or Montreal.

It's tht INLY T-sbirt fifcrstJ bj Tlf INTERNATIONAL STREAIEIS ASSOC.

only 3 ? 6

IT TAKES GUT—Racqueteer Glenn Swier coaxes the ball over the
with a forearm during practice for the team's next match Wednesday
Kalamazoo.
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RETURN FARES: FROM CLEVELAND' DETROIT
AND COLUMBUS—$299
FROM BOSTON, NEW YORK
AND WASH! NGTON-$249
Choose any date of departure, stay up to end September, one to 20 weeks. Booking
forms now available at Campus Life Office, Van Raalte basement. Brochurs available
from 22 February. Also available on 22 February booking forms for Student Railpass
Youth Hostel information, inter-Europe student flights. Student l.D. Cards, etc. You
can break journeys at any connecting city. Fly to Madrid, return from Malaga or vice
versa. (Flexibility on regular flights, uot charter flights.)
COLLEGE TRAVEL SERVICES. SUITE 204. 771 YONGE STREET, TORONTO
CANADA. TELEPHONE: 416-962-8464

